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1- How do we read this number? 2305
a) two thousands three hundreds five
b) two thousands three hundreds and five
c) two thousand three hundred and five
d) two thousand three hundred five
2- What time is it? 3:45, 3:57.
a) quarter to four- three to four
b) quarter minutes to four- three minutes to four
c) quarter to four- three minutes to four
d) quarter to four- three to four
3- Imagine that it’s a new year. Put the seasons in order.
a) spring-autumn-winter-summer

b) autumn-spring-summer-winter

c) spring-summer-winter-autumn

d) spring-summer-autumn-winter

4- what is the date today?
a) It’s March tenth- It’s tenth of March.
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b) It’s the march tenth- It’s the tenth of March.
c) It’s March the tenth-It’s the tenth of March.
d) none of the above.
5- I can’t use my pencil. Do you have a ……
a) rubber

b) notice board

c) bulletin board

d) pencil sharpener

6- You see this in a hotel window. It means the hotel is full. There are no free rooms.
a) no vacancies

b) no admittance c) no smoking

d) none of them

7- Where are you from? I’m from Iran. Whereabouts in Iran? - Which one of the following
can be the answer of this question?
a) Tehran

b) it is good

c) Iran is great

d) I live in an apartment

8- Zahra is married and her surname is Mohammadi. So you say …… Fateme is not married
and her surname is Amiri. So you say….
a) Mrs Mohammadi- Mis. Amiri
b) Ms Mohammadi- Miss Amiri
c) Miss Mohammadi- Mrs Amiri
d) Mrs Mohammadi- Ms Amiri
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9- How many people are there in your family?
a) There is five
b) There is five of us
c) There are five of us
d) We are five people.
10- Ali is my …… and Maryam is my ….
a) nephew-niece

b) sister-in-law-brother-in-law c) brother- grandson

d) non of them

11) When I was ….. the bus somebody pushed me.
a) getting on

b) climbing

c) running d) riding

12) While I was playing football, I broke my ….. .
a) stomach

b) cheek

c) waist

d) ankle

13) Please don’t press my …. , I cannot breathe.
a) chest

b) wrist
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c) head

d) toes
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